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A
s part of its assessment work on global climate change, the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) cosponsored an
analysis with the Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory to
examine various hypothesized international agreements

for limiting greenhouse gas emissions (5). The analysis, led by
Jae Edmonds of Battelle, applied  a sophisticated international en-
ergy model to generate projections of the effectiveness (in terms
of reduced global emissions) and cost (in terms of losses in Gross
National Product, GNP) of particular agreements, to permit as-
sessments of how feasible and politicall y sustainable such treaties
are likely to be. The goal was not to ask what level of global emis-
sion controls is justified, nor to estimate the effects of particular
treaties on the United States alone. Rather, the study examined the
effects of agreements on global emissions and on the economies
of major world regions, so as to permit a preliminary inquiry into
what kinds of agreements are desirable, and what kinds can be
achieved and maintained.

On April 23, 1993, OTA sponsored a workshop entitled “Cli-
mate Treaties and Models” to bring together experts in modeling,
environmental policy, and international negotiations and law to
examine these questions. The workshop participants considered
the implications of the Edmonds et al. analysis (5), and the pros-
pects for other exercises of formal modeling to advance intern-
ational policy debate on climate change. The Edmonds et al. paper
provided the backdrop for the workshop, but workshop discus–
sion ranged more broadly to consider a variet y of issues related to

1 Edward A. Pars{m (If the John F. Kennedy Schm)l of G(wemmwt, Harvard Unlvcrsi  -
tj, chalrwl the OTA workshop”  and is the author of this background paper.
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the feasibility and sustainability of international
agreements on climate change. At the workshop,
Edmonds summarized the major results of his
team’s study. Following his presentation, the
workshop’s four sessions were organized around
four major issues in international agreements to
manage global climate change. The first three is-
sues concern the construction of international cli-
mate agreements—who joins, when they act. and
what they do-while the final issue is institution-
al. The first session, “Participation,” considered
what will determine who participates in climate
agreements, and how participation will affect the
cost and effectiveness of agreements. The second
session, “Timing,” considered when participants
are likely to act to control emissions, and how the
timing of action will affect cost and effectiveness.
The third session, “Formulas and Feasibility,”
considered what formulas participants are likely
to use in allocating responsibilities under a treaty,
and how the choice of a formula will affect cost
and effectiveness. Finally, the fourth session con-
sidered “Uses of Models,” institutional questions
of how modeling exercises such as the Edmonds
et al. work can inform most usefully the delibera-
tions and negotiations involved in making in-
ternational climate agreements and policy—and
limits to the usefulness of models in these proc-
esses. In each session, participants discussed both
the implications of the Edrnonds et al. project for
the specified topic, and broader related questions.
Each session opened with a brief presentation by
one participant, structuring major questions to be
addressed. David Victor opened the section on
Participation, Jim Hammitt on Timing, Herman
Cesar on Formulas and Feasibility, and Edward
Parson on Uses of Models.

This paper weaves together workshop discus-
sion of these four areas with insights provided by
the Edmonds et al. project and other current 1 itera-
ture. In effect, it is a survey of the current territory
of expert opinion on climate treaties, energy eco-
nomic and policy modeling bearing on intern-
ational climate agreements, and relationships
between the two. The paper reports in summary

form the major views and arguments aired at the
workshop, without attribution.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1
introduces major issues in the design and use of
economic and emissions models for studying
global climate change, and provides a brief sum-
mary of the major results of the Edmonds et al.
work. Sections 2 through 5 discuss in turn each of
the four broad question areas that structured the
day’s discussion. Section 6 concludes by summa-
rizing major points of consensus and disagree-
ment among workshop participants. For readers
who wish a more detailed and technical summary
of the Edmonds et al. modeling project that ani-
mated the workshop, an appendix discusses the
approach, design, assumptions, and major results
of their work.

CONTEXT: POLICY MODELS FOR
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
A circular chain of causal relationships define the
human-climatic system. Human societies gen-
erate greenhouse gas emissions from such activi-
ties as energy use, industry, and land use. Once
emitted, greenhouse gases cycle through various
reservoirs and sinks, leading to changes in their at-
mospheric concentrations. Changed concentra-
tions change the atmosphere’s energy balance, in
turn altering global, regional, and local climate.
Changes in local climate bring impacts on human
activities and welfare, and on managed and non-
managed ecosystems, which may in turn lead to
changes in emission patterns.

Several classes of formal models seek to repre-
sent the causal relations driving each step of this
chain. Economic and energy models represent de-
terminants of the activities that generate emis-
sions, including the effect of policies intended to
change emissions. A second class of models rep-
resent the chemical and physical cycles by which
emissions change atmospheric concentrations.
These range in complexity from simple “airborne
fraction” models, which assume that a fixed frac-
tion of current emissions are immediately reab-
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sorbed while the remainder stays in the atmo-
sphere, to complex time-dependent models of
diffusion and chemistry that include multiple
physical. chemical. and biological sources and
sinks.

A third  class of models calculates the effects of
changed atmospheric trace-gas concentrations on
climate. These include General Circulation Mod-
els (GCMs), the large models developed for
weather forecasting that are now used, among
other purposes. to estimate the sensitivity y of glob-
al climate to various hypothesized increases in
greenhouse gas concentrations. Some GCMs in-
volve coupled representations of the ocean and the
atmosphere. A fourth, less developed class of
models seeks to characterize the impacts on eco-
systems, and on human societies and economies.
of specified changes in regional climatic regimes.

Each of these classes of models addresses a dif-
ferent set of questions. For example. the economic
and energy models could ask how much emissions
wil 1 grow by the year 2050, and how much will a
$20 per ton carbon tax reduce this growth? The
second  class, the physical cycle models. could ask
what wil1 the atmospheric concentration of carbon
dioxide (CO2) be in 2050 if emissions follow a
specified path between now and that year? The
third class, the GCM models, can ask what will be
the resultant change in patterns of temperature,
precipitation, soil moisture, and storms if atmos-
pheric CO2 concentration reaches a specified level
by the year 2050 and remains there subsequent y?
And the fourth class, the impacts models, could
ask what effect will result on regional ecosystems.
agriculture, health, and economic activity if mean
July temperature in the Midwestern United States
increases by 3oC and mean precipitation de-
creases by 15 percent?

There is a long-standing ambition among mod-
eling communities to answer all policy questions
by modeling the entire world. This ambition can
be detected in the enthusiasm of the early 1970s
for “global models,” represented in the best-
selling book The Limits to Growth ( 18). A parallel
enthusiasm is now present in the drive toward
“integrated assessment” of climate change. Inte-
grated assessment projects involve coupling two

or more of the classes of models described above
to permit examination of more distant causal re-
lations and follow the impacts of particular
decisions downstream through emissions to con-
centrations to climate to impacts—and possibly
then to changes in human activities and back to
emissions. The approach is in part motivated by
the desire to give practical answers to practical
questions, such as, “Who will suffer, how much.
when, from the ultimate climatic consequences of
our decision now to limit (or not to limit) emis-
sions’?”

The utility of this approach is limited by the
complexity and uncertainty that pervades each
step of the causal chain. Simply propagating un-
certainty through a set of cascaded models Sug-
gests that the output of such a grand chain of mod-
els tells you nothing. On the other hand, many
analysts argue that integrated assessment models
can yield greater value than such a simple thought
experiment suggests. Even for models addressing
only one step of the causal chain, the essential val-
ue lies not in particular numerical results, but in
insights into causal structure and results that are
appropriate to wide ranges of input specifications.
The same arguments can be applied to integrated
modeling activities; they could provide great val-
ue in structuring thought, directing inquiry, identi-
fying which uncertainties are important and unim-
portant, and suggesting robust conclusions, even
if the precision and accuracy of their particular nu-
merical outputs are limited. This debate persists
active] y.

The modeling presented in Edrnonds et al. fo-
cuses on the first step in this causal chain. It pro-
jects global and regional fossil carbon emissions
and control costs under three economic growth
scenarios, and under various international agree-
ments to control emissions. Its analysis extends in
a limited way to carbon concentrations by cou-
pling one simple carbon cycle model, but it does
not seek to mode] climate, impacts, or the proc-
esses by which impacts may alter emissions. The
assumed levels of emission control are exogenous
rather than endogenous---specified externally to
the model. rather than calculated within the mod-
el. The controls examined are not assumed to have
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any particular optimality characteristics, neither
to represent a “correct” level of total emissions nor
a fair distribution of obligations internationally.
Rather, they are selected to be relevant to current
policy debate, representative of proposals now
discussed in international policy circles.

The following are the major results of the Ed-
monds et al. analysis. A detailed description of the
approach and assumptions of this project, and a
more detailed elaboration of its results, is pre-
sented in the appendix.

| The modeled distribution of costs among re-
gions from any simple system for distributing
emission control obligations shifts dramatical-
ly over time; consequent] y, no such simple sys-
tem is likely to remain acceptable through the
next century, and any system of international
controls with bite must be designed flexibly
enough to allow renegotiation as conditions
change.

■ Large savings, on the order of trillions of dol-
lars, are available from distributing interna-
tional abatement efficiently rather than using
naive allocations like holding regional emis-
sions at current levels: these savings may be
particularly large for developing countries.

■ Several simple, plausible schemes for allocat-
ing tradable emission permits can have para-
doxical effects, and may become infeasible as
time passes, For example, in the latter part of
the century, China becomes a net loser under
equal per capita distribution because its econo-
my is projected to grow so much more rapidly
than its population.

■ Not all countries need to participate. The few
nations with the largest coal resources can limit
cumulative global carbon emissions them-
selves by controlling or taxing production. To
control atmospheric carbon concentrate ion, only
coal matters; there is not enough oil and gas in
the world to make a large difference.

● Modest variation in assumed rates of change of
technical end-use efficiency, and rates of dliffu-
sion of techn ical progress among nations, make
large differences in the cost and effectiveness of
treaties. For example, plausible assumptions of

accelerated technology development and de-
ployment can cut total cost of stabilizing world
emissions in half.

| Initial delays of 100 or 20 years in implementing
emission stabilization have little effect on ulti-
mate atmospheric carbon concentrations.

PARTICIPATION
The fundamental questions about participation in
international climate agreements can be separated
into two broad classes: questions of the con-
sequences of participation, and questions of the
determinants of participation. “Consequence”
questions consider the implications of who par-
ticipates for the cost and effectiveness of agree-
ments, or alternatively, whose participation is
necessary for an agreement to be negotiable and
sustainable. “Determinants” questions ask on
what each nation’s (or each important actor’s) de-
cision to participate depends, and what factors are
likely to persuade or dissuade each actor from
joining. Each class of questions can be posecd ei-
ther substantively or politically: in terms of the se-
verity of climate change impacts and control
costs, or in terms of interactions between interests
and decisions of actors who favor or oppose par-
ticipation.

What set of participants is necessary for an ef-
fective climate agreement? There are two an-
swers, depending on whether the question is
posed substantively or politically. On the one
hand, only a dozen or two nations are big enough,
rich enough, or influential enough that their par-
ticipation is substantively necessary. Confining
serious negotiation to these few may then offer the
best hope of agreement, since the complexity and
difficulty of negotiations grow with the number of
participants. On the other hand, if the entire en-
deavor is to be seen as legitimate, it must represent
a broad international consensus, possibly includ-
ing most nations of the world. The Edmonds et al.
work focused on the substantive implications of
various groups of participants, not on questions of
political legitimacy. In these terms, its results are
persuasive: that limited participation can be high-
ly effective if it includes the nations holding most
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of world  coal resources, and that agreements in
which nations not belonging to the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD,) delay their participation by a few decades
make only small increases in resultant atmos-
pheric carbon concentrations.

The tension between the pragmatic require-
ment for (and sufficiency of) small negotiations
and the political requirement for a broad consen-
sus presents an apparent paradox. The paradox
may be resolvable, though, through the approach
of joint implementation, which allows enough
flexibility that all nations can be involved in the
negotiation of the overall framework, while each
specific emission reduction agreement would be
negotiated among the small group of nations di-
rectly affected.

What determines nations’ decisions to partici-
pate’? It may be impossible to understand par-
ticipation without considering impacts as well as
emission controls. Impact assessment is of
course necessary to do benefit-cost analysis re-
garding the appropriate level of emission controls.
But impacts may also be central in determining
participation, because some nations’ participation
will depend strongly on their perceiving that cli-
mate change puts them at risk. One piece of
evidence of the role of impacts in determining par-
ticipation is that the only new durable coalition to
appear in recent cl imtite negotiations was of island
and coastal states. whose shared interests are en-
tirely impact-driven. One form of agreement like-
ly to appeal particularly to such nations may be
one based on compensation for damages asso-
ciated with climate change. Such a treaty, though,
would require either agreement on a basis for es-
tablishing causation of particular climatic events
(an unlikely development), or willingness to com-
pensate for broad classes of climatic events re-
gardless of causation.

Other nations’ reasons for- deciding to join an
agreement will differ. Some may decide to partci -

pate based on an ● ’insurance*’ heuristic; having de-
cided to protect against the risk, detailed calcula-
tion of the risk’s magnitude matter less than
determining that the cost of protection is afford-
able. For these nations, participation will be
control-cost driven. Indeed, public concern in
OECD nations about the moderate, vague, but po-
tentially (very low probability) catastrophic risk
that climate change poses may be so large that
electorates will force a level of early action that
now seems excessive in view of the available (ad-
mittedly very weak) benefit-cost estimates. Rec-
ognizing these two groups of nations would sug-
gest the possibility of agreements that combine
global emissions limits with compensation, with
the emission limitation component attracting the
rich nations most willing to pay to protect against
the catastrophic tail of the climate change dis-
tribution, and the compensation component at-
tracting the poorer nations less able to finance
adaptation measures to protect against the median
projected climate change.

Nations arc not the only actors whose paticipa-
tion decisions matter, though, and the Edmonds et
al. analysis may be misleading in considering only
agreements based on regional or global emissions
freezes, and hence in directing attention exclu-
sively to national participation decisions. In other
plausible forms of agreement, it could be partici-
pation decisions by non-national actors that are
most important.

For example, an agreement could be expressed
in terms of best efforts or technical forcing to limit
emissions without including explicit national tar-
gets. In such an agreement, the crucial participants
are not national governments. but the industrial
actors that have control of, and resources to devel-
op. the relevant technology. If these actors” incen-
t ives can be structured proper] y, rapid gains can be
realized. Alternatively, an agreement could begin
with “international emission offsets” or some oth-
er informal measure to give credit for joint imple-

2 Da) Id Victor prcscntd  the argument [hat (me must c(msder impacts to urdcrstand the dc(cm~]nan(s of part] clpa[i(m and the delineation of

different catcg(mes  of p)tcntlal :lgrccvmmts and thclr participa[l(m  impl]catl(ms, in his remarks to open the “Partlcipatl(~n”  discussion.
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mentation efforts, from which point the agreement
could evolve into a full system of tradable emis-
sion permits. Crucial participants in this scheme
would include holders of the emissions property
rights that are created, who could be national gov-
ernments or subnational or translational actors.
Proceeding by gradual expansion of an offset sys-
tem would provide two important negotiating
advantages: first, it would avoid the difficult ex-
plicitly distributive negotiation over an initial dis-
tribution of permits; and second, it could be de-
signed so as to avoid creating a constituency of
permit holders who resist emission reductions out
of concern for their asset values.3

As a third alternative, agreements could be
based on a carbon tax, as is now being pursued in
the European Community. The crucial partici-
pants in this case are the powerful domestic inter-
est groups that lobby for advantages under the tax
system and would seek to exempt themselves
from such a tax; the agreement’s effectiveness
would turn on how effectively these groups can
gut the proposed measures.

Fourth, agreements could follow the example
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), linking greenhouse emission controls to
other, possibly unrelated issues. Indeed, in such
agreements the GATT can serve both as an analo-
gy—an example of a long-standing forum in
which a slowly evolving set of disparate issues
broadly related to trade are negotiated and traded
off-and as a particular instance of the kind of is-
sues that might be linked to greenhouse emission
reductions. Given the magnitude of international
trade flows in energy and energy-intensive goods,
to be effective, greenhouse emission agreements
may have to both account for these flows and ac-
commodate the norms of the international trading
system. This would suggest negotiations that ex-
plicitly address climate and trade issues, bringing
both sets of institutions and expertise together.

Such broader linkages would increase the chance
of meeting enough interests to obtain the near-
unanimous participation required for legitimacy,
but the increases in both the number of par-
ticipants and the range of issues and linkages con-
sidered can vastly increase the complexity of the
negotiation, risking a stalled negotiation among
everyone over the entire future of the planet (21).

Among national actors, it is the developing
countries (LDCs) who, because of their large
growth potential, will have the greatest impact on
the effectiveness of international climate agree-
ments over a period of several decades, so assess-
ing the determinants of their participation deci-
sions over this period is of the utmost importance.
Thus far, LDC interest in climate negotiations has
been very high, higher than present understanding
of risks and costs would imply. This LDC interest,
likely originating partly in intellectual interest and
partly in general desire to participate in important
diplomatic processes, contributed to the rapid
movement of early climate negotiations. This lev-
el of interest may not endure, though, nor need it
indicate willingness to bear substantial emission
control costs, for other policy concerns—includ-
ing other environmental issues—are of much
greater urgency in LDCS than climate.

What will determine LDC participation deci-
sions over a several-decade period? Two factors
are widely cited: greater sense of risk from climate
impacts than has yet been evident; and agreements
structured to address LDC concerns beyond emis-
sion reduction, through financial transfers or link-
age to other policy priorities. There is sharp dis-
agreement on the relative importance of these two
factors. Some argue that broad issue linkages and
large financial transfers are politically infeasible
in industrialized countries, but that a stronger
view of climate risks could motivate LDCs to par-
ticipate even in narrowly drawn emission control
agreements. Others contend that meaningful LDC

3 This problem is related to the so-called “Taxi Medallion” problem,  but whether pem~it holders W(WM resist tightening (or relaxlng)  [he
emissi(m limit would  depend on how the change was implemented. If total emissi(ms were changed by varying the qumtity that each exist]ng
pemlit represented, (me would  n(~mlally expect owners to fawm  increases and (JppMe dccreascs;  if emissi(ms were changed by auc[i(ming  or
buying back Pemlits in (pm markets, (me would m)mlally expect the reverse.
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participation will require a substantial sweetener:
cash, or major initiatives on debt, trade, technolo-
gy, and finance.

It is difficult to understand the contribution of
perceived climate impacts to decisions to partic-
ipate in international agreements, particularly
because impacts of the same climatic events in de-
veloping and industrialized countries can be so
starkly different. A striking example of disparities
in the character of climate impacts is provided by
two recent tropical storms of roughly equal force,
Hurricane Andrew in Florida and a similar storm
in Bangladesh. Andrew caused billions in mone-
tary losses but took only 17 lives; the Bangladesh
storm, which caused much smaller monetary
losses, killed 200,000 people.

The significance and  impacts of policies to re-
strict emissions can also be starkly different in in-
dustrialized and developing countries. In some
cases these differences arise from sharply differ-
ent market conditions, such as the far-from-equi-
librium energy markets prevalent in many LDCs.
For example, when energy systems are tightly
supply-constrained, investment in new low-emis-
sion technology does not displace existing capac-
ity but adds to it, increasing rather than decreasing
emissions. Similarly, when noncommercial fuels
that contribute to greenhouse emissions and other
(locally more serious) pollution problems escape
taxes and other policies. policies to restrict com-
mercial fuel use have the opposite to intended ef-
fect: they drive people back to higher-emitting
traditional fuels that escape the policy. An even
more serious limit to our understanding of the
global effect of emission control policies may lie
in fundamental inter-cultural differences in what
people value, and how they act and make deci-
sions. The widespread, naive assumption of in-
dustrial country analysts that what moves them
moves others is embedded in economic models
that assume equilibrium markets and familiar re-
sponses to price, income, and policies across
broad classes of countries. Similarly restrictive
assumptions are embedded in “bottom-up” mod-
elers’ assumptions that seemingly attractive tech-
nical innovations to reduce emissions, such as
high-efficiency household cookstoves, will be

adopted as a matter of course. Seemingly innocu-
ous introduced technologies can violate strong un -
remarked preferences for traditional ways of do-
ing things; one culture dirty smoke from an open
cooking fire may be another’s valuable fumigant.

That present economic and emission models
fail to capture these variations may be decisive
limitations. The largest component of variance in
projected global emissions in the next century
comes from LDCs—their development paths,
technology choices, and policies-and it is clear
we do not know how to model the development
process. We do not know what happened in the
Asian “Tigers,” nor whether and how it will hap-
pen elsewhere; nor do we know whether and how
technology developed for the capital-rich, labor-
constrained industrial world can be transferred to
the labor-rich, capital-constrained developing
world, or the impacts of doing so. These limita-
tions of present modeling may be particularly
severe in projecting effects of an international
emission trading system, which requires consis-
tent market behavior to realize its attractive cost
minimization results. Indeed, there remains some
question whether the required market conditions
are met even for domestic emissions trading in the
United States. A fundamental challenge for mod-
eling international emissions paths is to find use-
ful, consistent representations of noneconomic
behavioral variables, including, for example, the
determinants of technology adoption and accept-
ability.

This picture of determinants of LDC participa-
tion is mostly gloomy, relying either on major cli-
matic events to demonstrate a serious risk, or
seemingly implausible political movement in
industrialized countries toward major changes in
foreign aid or other policies. In contrast, optimism
about LDC participation may arise from two
sources. First, a recent OTA study (22) has shown
there is large technical potential for improving en-
ergy system efficiency in developing countries.
Many cost-effective technologies to save energy
and money are now freely available (though the
question of the cultural and social determinants of
the acceptability of particular technologies must
be addressed very careful] y). Second, the joint im-
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plementation  measures of the climate convention
allow advocates of global emission reductions to
seek out advantageous, cost-reducing arrange-
ments, requiring less faith in the homogeneity of
markets and values than would a system of uni-
form emissions controls. Joint implementa-
tion can be both a precursor to an ultimate interna-
tional market in emissions and a device for educa-
tion or advocacy, through which those persuaded
of the merits of the system can seek converts,
even among those whose prior disposition is un-
sympathetic.

TIMING
What are the implications of acting earlier or later
to control greenhouse emissions? If particular na-
tions, or the whole world, consider varying the
timing with which they undertake emission con-
trols, several kinds of consequences can result.
Some of these are captured in present modeling
and some are not. If there is delay in control] ing
emissions, the same decisions will be faced later
in a world that is more populous, although prob-
ably wealthier. In the interim, there will have been
more emissions, imposing a higher cumulative
burden on the atmosphere and hence requiring
stricter controls on future emissions to achieve
any specified atmospheric -concentrat ion or radia-
tive-forcing goal.  Depending on whether “wait-
ing” meant doing absolutely nothing or doing a
few low-cost marginal measures, nations will ei-
ther have continued to invest in the wrong capital
for an emission-constrained world, or gained
some cheap emission reductions by modifying the
characteristics of capital turnover at the margin.
They will have learned more about the climate
system and the risks of climate change through
continued research and monitoring. They will
have experienced technological advance. And fi-
nally, they will have lived through some time path
of the noisy evolution of climatic, social, and
political events.

The strongest “timing” result of the Edmonds
et al. work is that delays of 10 to 20 years in enact-
ing emission controls make little difference in at-
mospheric concentrations at the end of the next
century. A simple back-of-the-envelope calcula-
tion demonstrates the plausibility of this result.
The atmosphere presently contains about 740
Gigatons of carbon, while present emissions from
fossil fuels and deforestation are about 7 Gigatons
annually, half of which accumulates in the atmos-
phere. Consequently, a delay of 20 years control-
ling to a specified level will increase atmospheric
concentration by about 70 Gigatons,  or 10 per-
cent. 4 Beyond the Edmonds et al. work, there is
broad consensus that the consequences of delay-
ing controls by 10 or 20 years are likely to be
innocuous.

Waiting also reduces the cost of controls. In the
Edmonds  et al. work this savings is anomalously
large, because of their assumption that controlling
emissions later means stabilizing at higher levels.
But there is broad consensus that even given a spe-
cified control level, phasing in controls over sev-
eral decades would be much cheaper than a faster
program due to lower adjustment costs, techno-
logical progress, and discounting.

Omitting impacts and adaptive policies from
models is particularly problematic, though, when
considering timing questions. If small changes in
concentration bring only small damages, then the
conclusion that action can be costlessly  delayed
remains valid. But if impacts are a sharply nonlin-
ear function of concentration, then a 10 percent
difference in concentration can represent a large
increase in damages and delay can be costly. In
models that include uncertain future impacts, de-
laying typically means waiting for the resolution
of uncertainty and then undertaking both emis-
sions abatement and adaptation as necessary. If
the information we gain by waiting tells us to act,
the required action is both stronger and more sud-
den than we would undertake under uncertainty

~ Jin] Hamnlitt Presented ~ls  ~al~u]ation,  and the argun]en(s  (m [he act-wai( dccisitm and the two fomls of intcracti(m  bet~’Cen  nations d~cid-

ing whether to act, in his remarks (o t)pcn the “Timing” discussi(m.
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today. Consequently, costs of both abatement and
adaptation are higher, since both increase with the
speed at which they are undertaken (11). Aside
from the possibility of sharply kinked damage
functions, there are two other possible grounds to
question the consensus that delays of 10 to 20
years make little difference. First, if developing
countries are now making large capital invest-
ments whose emission and efficiency characteris-
tics could be influenced cheaply but would  later be
much more costly to modify or abandon, then the
benefit in acting now to influence these choices
may be great. Second, if there are long political
lags in negotiating and implementing a broad in-
ternational agreement to limit emissions, enacting
emission limits 20 years hence may require seri-
ous political activity now. It is possible, though,
that these concerns could be addressed by devel-
oping broad political support now for a program to
phase in controls over several decades, including
early action when it is demonstrably high-lever-
age and cheap.

Timing questions have a political dimension.
through which they interact with participation
questions. If several nations are considering un-
dertaking emission controls. are there advantages
either to going first or waiting? Various plausible
specifications of trade flows, market structures,
and the spread of information, technology, and
learning, could generate advantages either way.
These two possible relationships can be modeled
with two basic two-person, nonzero-sum games.
In one form, parallel to the game of ‘-chic ken,” it is
terrible if both wait (neither abates), but each pre-
fers that the other do the abatement. Under an al-
ternative structure, which might be called “first-
mover advantage,” it is better to be the first to
control emissions, perhaps due to learning curves
or economies of scale that give the leader com-
mercial advantages in markets for abatement-
related products or technologies. Even if basic
control costs and impacts are the same, the prob-
lem of negotiating an emission control agreement
differs sharply between these two situations. In
the first, agreements are like] y to be difficult to ne-
gotiate and require close monitoring and enforce-
ment. In the second. those who recognize the situ-

ation would race to act first, so agreements would
be easy to enforce but less significant, perhaps
largely serving as a forum to instruct parties in the
structure of the game. How easy it is to secure
broad participation, though, will depend on other
details of the parties’ interests. After one has
moved, does the second still have an interest in
moving, and does the leader advantage depend
on the second’s movement? Such details in
agents’ interests will determine the credibility of
various negotiating strategies, and whether agents
will in fact undertake controls unilaterally.

Formulating timing as a binary choice-act
now, or wait-is analytically convenient, but may
be quite misleading for real pol icy choices, since it
excludes both the apparently attractive option of
modest action now, and the possibility of path de-
pendence, Modest action now may change the set
of later possibilities, perhaps in ways involving
technical innovation that present models do not
adequately capture. With continuously variable
policies, the optima] time path of emissions
depends strongly on the discount rate. Indeed. op-
timal modeled control paths ranging from essen-
tially no control to very stringent controls can be
reproduced by varying discount rates between
zero and a real rate of 3 to 5 percent.

Perhaps the most serious timing questions bear
on the usefulness of economic models as predic-
tive tools over a time of a century or more, nearly
as long as has elapsed since the American Civil
War. In addition to the obvious unpredictability of
major discrete historical events such as wars, and
the difficulty of making relible population fore-
casts over such periods, the most fundamental
limit of prediction may be the inability to project
long-run technical change. The most fundamental
social changes over the last century have arisen
from technological change, but present ability to
model the determinants and consequences of tech-
nical change are extremely limited. In particular,
over a century time-horizon technical change will
be substantially endogenous to policies adopted,
particular] y  as  they affect long-run rates of capital
formation. Present knowledge of these processes
is extremely 1 imited.
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Moreover, the utility and resilience of interna-
tional agreements over periods of a half century or
more is as questionable as the utility of models
over the same period. The few existing interna-
tional agreements that have endured so long all
fall into three categories: bilateral agreements,
such as the United Kingdom-China arrangement
for Hong Kong, which has stood for 100 years and
will soon be replaced by another 50-year agree-
ment; agreements that create an enduring func-
tional institution, such as the International Labor
Organization (the only major extant multilateral
institution that pre-dates  the formation of the
United Nations); and agreements that were dead
letters from the day of their signing, such as the
Kellogg-Briand pact, which outlaws war. The in-
fluence of international agreements is necessarily
limited. While treaties do create a changed po-
litical reality, empowering constituencies within
each government and nation that support the aims
of the treaty, it is ultimately impossible to enforce
a treaty on a major power that chooses to break it.
The image of treaty enforcement drawn from en-
forcement of domestic laws maybe seriously mis-
leading, as may the image of an international
“contract,” because the long-term resiliency of an
agreement depends on the possibil ty of flexibilit y
and adjustment. The principal immediate problem
may be the construction of flexible resilient insti-
tutions that can serve as vehicles for making the
kinds of future decisions that are required, incor-
porating a potentially varying set of political
stakeholders over time.

FORMULAS AND FEASIBILITY
In addition to deciding who will act and when,
parties to an international climate treaty must de-
cide how to define national obligations and con-
tributions to the shared endeavor. Negotiators of
multiparty agreements always use relatively sim-
ple formulas to distribute obligations, to keep
negotiations manageably simple, and to limit op-
portunities for cheating at the margin (19). The
questions of what kinds of formulas are feasible to
negotiate and 1ikel y to endure over time are central
to the problem of crafting an initial agreement.

The Edmonds et al. work considered a small set
of formulas. The first was emission stabilization
in each region, though the definition of stabiliza-
tion employed (in which stabilizing later means
stabilizing at a higher level) makes this seemingly
restrictive formula quite flexible. Other formulas
include equal carbon taxes, and emission entitle-
ments distributed according to various standards:
present emissions, population, Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), blends of these measures, or final-
ly, so as to restore certain regions to their income
in the absence of controls. Because of the time-
dependent definition of stabilization, in all these
cases the precise meaning of each distribution for-
mula (who emits and pays how much, when)
depends on nations’ accession dates. The most
significant results of the work concerned unex-
pected changes in distribution of costs over time.
Most striking are four results.

●

m

■

■

The OECD does better under regional emission
freezes than under a common global tax, be-
cause a common tax requires the OECD to de-
crease emissions and shifts emissions from the
OECD to the developing world;
Grandfathering 1990 emissions leaves Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union as net sell-
ers of permits for 30 to 50 years, because of the
huge drop in emissions projected to result from
their present economic contraction and re-
structuring;
Equal per capita distribution of permits bene-
fits China only in the short-run, while in the
long-run its projected high economic growth,
low population growth, and abundant coal will
leave it a net buyer of emission permits;
Compensating the developing world for all its
control costs through distribution of permits
alone is not possible.

Various authors have suggested other ap-
proaches to the development of formulas derived
from ethical principles. For example, a strongly
egalitarian perspective, following Fujii (7), would
suggest an egalitarian system that gives equal per
capita entitlement not just to all presently living
people, but to all people at all times. This ap-
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preach introduces the concept of the “carbon
debt,” the burden of cumulative past emissions
borne by citizens of past and present high-emit-
ting countries. A weighting of different ethical
principles might yield formulas that blend differ-
ent criteria in defining obligations or entitlements.
Edmonds et al. blended status quo and GDP
change; other formulas might blend either of these
with population or other measures.5

Some simplifying formula is clearly necessary
to reach agreement in broad multiparty negotia-
tions, but developing a v i able formula for distrib-
uting obligations can be one of the most difficult
aspects of negotiating an agreement. Relevant
considerations in defining obligations clearly in-
clude current emissions, history, growth needs,
population and economy. Finding a viable formu-
la depends on developing a shared sense that
(most) nations are bearing a fair or proportionate
burden, and that none bears an unfair or dispropor-
tionate one. Because treaties cannot coerce major
nations, a formula must be minimally acceptable
for all. The United Kingdom blocked an acid rain
agreement in the European Community (EC) for
five years because the proposed formula that
worked for everybody else was too costly for
them.

But developing an agreed sense of what is fair
or proportionate poses two major challenges.
First, the many possible bases for comparison of
burdens yield greatly different senses of what is
fair. This difficulty is further compounded by the
existence of unequal prior distortions in energy
and other relevant markets. Moreover, for a prob-
lem as large and long-term as climate change, it is
even difficult to develop a clear sense of what it
means for a cost to be large or small. Defining
“cheap” can be surprisingly difficult, because over
the long times involved the apparent size of a cost
can depend strongly on how it is expressed and
what it is compared to. For example, a typical esti-
mate of the cost of stabilizing world carbon emis-

sions over the next 20 years can be expressed in
three alternative ways: as a reduction in average
GNP growth over the 20-year period from 2.5 to
2.45 percent per year; as a reduction of 2 or 3 per-
cent in future-year GNP; or as a present-value loss
of $300 to 400 billion. Most observers agree that,
informally, the first of these numbers looks small,
the second moderate, and the third large—but they
are all just different ways of describing the same
number. Which way of expressing the effect
comes to be political] y most salient will likely de-
termine whether it is possible to enact the corre-
sponding measures. Whether a number looks
large or small also depends on what you compare
it to, and present industrial country expenditures
provide ample opportunity for both kinds of com-
parisons. For example, the $15 billion transferred
to LDCs through permit sales under the “hold
harmless” scheme, described in Edmonds et al. as
“smal1,“ can be expressed either as one-third of to-
tal present development aid from OECD coun-
tries, a seemingly large expenditure difficult to
achieve politically; or as one-twentieth of present
OECD agricultural subsidies, a small fraction of
funds presently spent on wasteful and misguided
programs, and so surely easy to realize.

In the face of these two difficulties, it can be ar-
gued that denominating agreements in terms of
national emission targets or funds donated may be
the wrong way to proceed. An alternative ap-
proach suggested at the workshop would turn ne-
gotiations on their head, denominating national
action in terms of the taxation of environmentally
harmful activities and discarding any expectation
that levels of national participation on this dimen-
sion will be equal or fair.

The argument proceeds as follows. All coun-
tries must raise revenue to run their governments.
Officials from many countries are liable to find
persuasive the argument that it is better to tax bad
things (e.g., pollution and greenhouse emissions)
than good things (e.g., labor and capital), and that

5 Hcmlan Ccsar presented the arguments about deriving ftmmulas fr(~m fundamental ethical principles, and the argument that ftmnu]as arc

rmw  (i Itllcult to Mine In the ctmtcxt  of unequal prior market dist(mlfms,  in his remarks t{) (qxn the “Fommlas’”  discussi(m.
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there may be national advantages in shifting the
total tax burden from the latter to the former. Such
tax-shifting is likely to be persuasive and feasible
at modest levels (e. g., $20 per ton of carbon), but
infeasible at high levels (e.g., $200 per ton), be-
cause of adjustment costs and many other reasons.
Some modeling studies that include impacts sug-
gest an optimal path of carbon taxes consistent
with this level, though  these results are controver-
sial. Consequently, both good domestic argu-
ments for improving the efficiency of the tax
system, and international arguments about con-
tributing to global environmental public goods,
support the proposed tax shift. And if the correct
level is indeed as low as $20, this approach is less
likely to be blocked by domestic opponents or
large adjustment costs. Other taxes would of
course still be needed, since a carbon tax this low
would only raise a small fraction of government
budgets. 6

Such a scheme could be agreed in international
negotiation, but the negotiations would have a
completely different form and purpose than pres-
ent climate negotiations. In effect, climate negoti-
ations would become a forum for instruction and
advocacy in the benefits of reforming tax systems,
and a dialog on how well each is doing in achiev-
ing such reform. The taxes would not be viewed
purely as national responses to an agreed common
emission target, but as a way of simultaneously
helping the economy and the world. Since this ap-
proach would presume that countries act for their
own benefit as well as the world’s, it would elimi-
nate the requirement—and hence the difficulty of
determining-that all act to equal or comparable
levels. It would consequently eliminate a broad

class of negotiating difficulties associated with
defining fair formulas for the distribution of ob-
ligations, and may have a greater chance of actual-
ly being implemented than common emission
stabilization targets. It would, though, pose a dis-
tinct set of negotiating difficulties, also associated
with the problem of persuading LDC govern-
ments to participate.

First, this scheme would not involve intern-
ational transfers, except those resulting from the
impacts of different tax levels on trade flows. This
would have obvious implications for LDC partici-
pation. If such tax shifting were to represent a pure
gain for every country enacting it, then this ap-
proach would completely separate negotiations
over emission control from negotiations over
transfers. Modest levels of emission control—
which are optimal if you believe the low damage
estimates—would be realized at a small cost or
none in every country, and development assist-
ance would be a separate negotiation. There are
obvious tactical reasons that LDC governments
might resist such a reformulation of climate
negotiations.

Second, the disparity of existing institutional
arrangements among countries may well call into
question the ease with which this reframing could
take place. Since many developing countries levy
most of their taxes not on labor and capital in-
come, but on imports and property, a separate ar-
gument for the superiority of taxing emissions
must be made, and a separate set of difficult inter-
nal political-economy issues addressed ( 1). More-
over, some existing energy market distortions in
LDCS serve important welfare functions, such as
distribution of subsidized kerosene. For regions

6 me basis for [h is tax.shl ftlng argurllen[  is as fol]ows,”  It is WC]]  known  that taxes imp)se COSIS,  or CXCt!SS  burden, (m the economy by distort-

ing agents’ decisi(ms between lalx)r and leisure, between savings-investment and current-period c(msumpti(m, and am(mg ctm]rmdities.  A

particular tax “s burden  depends  (m how much it dist(mts each of these margins, and on what other taxes  are prcstmt. There  is rcas(m to be] ieve  tha[
taxes related tt~ crwrgy (such as carkxm,  Btu, {w gast~linc taxes), principally because t}f their narrower base, impose  larger burdens than inctmw  t~r
profits taxes. But greenh(mse  gases and othm energy-related emissi(ms  represent an initially unpriced negative externality, which is mitigated
by taxing  them. If the envir(mmental  welfare gain of shifting taxes fr~m] profits to emissi(ms  exceeds the accompanying increase in ctmventii  m-
really defined excess burden, then the shift benefits the ec(m(m~y.  Whether this is the case for a particular tax shift of course depends tm the details,
and much analytic work in this area remains to be done. These issues are discussed in detail in Goulder  (9). In ecfmt)nlic  emissi(ms models,
whether a gain fr(ml such tax shifting can be detected depends (m how cartxm tax revenues are recycled (among other things). Many models,
including Edm(mds w al., usc lump sum recycling and so do not represent this effect.
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where people’s alternative to subsidized kerosene
is traditional biomass, reducing the subsidy may
be environmentally harmful.

Third, the viability of this alternative approach
depends on $20 per ton being a roughly correct es-
timate of the marginal environmental damage of
carbon emissions. Since the proposal achieves its
domestic political attractiveness by recycling rev-
enues, it raises no funds to compensate for residu-
al environmental damages. Compensation and re-
sidual damages are likely small problems if the
$20 per ton figure is roughly correct. If climate
change damages are much larger, though, this ap-
proach neither realizes the required reduction in
emissions nor solves the major problems of im-
pacts and compensation.’

One should not be naive about the ease of nego-
tiating such a scheme. While it is not yet clear
whether the EC proposal for a shared carbon and
energy tax will include the parallel reduction of
capital taxation necessary to support the argument
of domestic economic gains, the difficulties this
proposal has encountered illustrate how hard it
can be to negotiate such a scheme. Originally the
EC’s developing countries. led by Spain, argued
that they need energy to grow and refused to tax it;
more recent proposals that exempt these countries
have been blocked by the United Kingdom.8

Moreover, tax policy is a field in which domestic
interests are expert at shading measures to their
own advantage. Even in the context of tax shift-
ing, domestic political actors may load a carbon
tax with so many loopholes that it becomes utterly
ineffective, the equivalent of “an energy tax for
those who don’t use energy.”

Still. the argument is not that such a tax-shift-
ing scheme would be easy to negotiate and imple-
ment, but only that it may be easier than an agree-
ment based on emissions stabilization. While

many argue that the OECD will soon agree to sta-
bilize carbon or greenhouse emissions, this tax-
based scheme addresses the contrary argument:
that pursuing emission stabilization is overreach-
ing, and that such a commitment, even if nominal-
ly adopted, would be rapidly eroded by slippage in
implementation and redefinition of goals. The tax
scheme is more 1ikel y, because it is modest and de-
fensible on solid environmental and economic
grounds. It may also be easier to implement in a
wide variety of political environments. Tracking
fuel accounts for quantity-based controls requires
good national statistics and monitoring of eco-
nomic activity and transborder flows, which many
countries lack; in contrast, prices remain observ-
able even in chaotic economies in transition such
as the former Soviet Union.

USES OF MODELS
Decisions about participation. timing. and formu-
las will be made by a long, progressively revised
process of negotiations among national represen-
tatives, influenced and informed both by their
domestic constituencies and by transnational
net works and organizat ions  of  ind ustrial, environ-
mental, and other nongovernmental interests.
Because the questions to be resolved in such ne-
gotiations are so complex and difficult, it is rea-
sonable to expect that formal modeling of the cost
and effectiveness of proposed agreements can
help to inform the deliberations.

But how can they do so most useful] y? How can
formal energy, economic, and climate models
most constructively support the international
processes of negotiation and renegotiation. insti-
tution building, and implementation that are in-
volved in management of the global climate
change issue? While there is 1ittle directly applica-

7 These difficulties include rccf)gniz]ng  c1 imatc  change damages  (or agrcc]ng  not I(J care); raising funds for c(~mpensati(m:  maintaining
appri~priatc’  lnccntik  es ftw avert lrtg bchav  it~r w hile  c(mlpcnsating for damagc>s , and defining a c(mlpensatl(m system based  (m differences in
impact amtmg  grt~ups,  since under  the nlore  scri(ms  scenarios of c1 im:itc change there may hc net global lt~ssc~.  rendering it i n fcas i ble to c(m-
pensatc all losses.

x /nfcrnatlona/  Enilr(mmenf  Reporter 16 13, June 30, 1993, p. 470, 474. The C~jn~nllssi(m’s  pr(~p~sal  of a tax of $10 per harm] of (~il is

equ ]Y alent  to atx)ut $80 per [(m of carb{m.
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ble experience, three kinds of evidence are plausi-
bly relevant: the kinds of uses of models that are
possible in general policy discussions such as this
workshop; and prior experience with formal mod-
eling, and with similarly complex technical ad-
vice from experts, in processes of domestic and
international policymaking.

In this workshop, the group used the Edmonds
et al. model principally in three ways. First, they
tested particular results of the modeling against
their intuitions, looking particularly at those
instances where the model result was not obvious
ex ante; in some of these cases, the result was plau-
sible ex post, so the model served to point atten-
tion to unanticipated but persuasive results. Sec-
ond, they used highly schematic summaries of
particular results to draw out unmodeled political
implications of particular agreements. Third, they
talked around the model, using the model results
to identify important analytic omissions. These
are three instances of ways models can help one
think through policy problems, independent of the
political setting in which they are used.

In many ways, the potential uses of models in
domestic and international policymaking are
quite parallel. In both settings, there are some
things models cannot do. They cannot provide an-
swers with certainty; they cannot resolve political
and value choices; and they cannot be dem-
onstrated secure against error or bias. They can
explore and demonstrate causal relationships,
characterize and identify key uncertainties; show
what pieces of information matter and what ones
do not; and provide instruction in the behavior of
complex systems and decisionmaking under
uncertain y.

Polic ymakers ask models for robust answers to
policy-relevant questions (if they ask them for
anything). What are the costs of waiting? How
much more costly is it for nations to control emis-
sions separately? Can a subset of nations control
emissions effectively, and at what cost? If we 1 im it
emissions, what happens in the regions that are
not limiting emissions? Are there economic
advantages or disadvantages in undertaking emis-
sion controls before others do? Sometimes mod-
els can provide reasonably plausible, well-

supported answers to such questions. When such
answers are not available, or are not robust, then a
useful stopgap would be information about what
uncertain parameters matter, and how much. For
example, modeling work by Edmonds and by
Nordhaus and Yohe has argued that for projecting
emission control costs, neither fossil fuel resource
constraints nor backstop technology prices matter.
Rather, the most important uncertain values in-
clude income elasticities, growth rates of labor
productivity in the LDCs, ease of substitution
away from fossil energy in national economies,
and the autonomous rate of energy efficiency
improvement.

In a policymaking setting, the most construc-
tive role models can play is to reduce the set of
things that policy makers argue about, removing
from the table those factual matters that are either
well-known or insignificant for the decision to be
made, and leaving those things that are either truly
political, or important and uncertain.

The difficulty of communicating model results
and insights effectively to decisionmakers is an
old and sad story. An ideal description of commu-
nication between modelers and decisionrnakers
might follow the rule that “if you need the model
to explain the result, you’re in trouble”; modelers
would plumb their models not for mere numerical
results but for insights that make sense even when
examined apart from the model, and would seek to
convey those insights, or whatever subset of them
is policy-relevant.

Effective communication of model insights,
though, can be exceedingly difficult. Even those
significant, novel insights that arise from a model-
ing investigation are liable to be complex and sub-
tle, perhaps even be most effectively expressible
in technical language. Such facts can easily be lost
in the noise of a political environment. Frequently
the most significant insights from a model will
concern the sensitivity of policy-relevant outcom-
es to particular parameters values, and the uncer-
tainty in those parameters. These two concepts are
often confused (by analysts as well as by policy-
makers), and communicating them effectively is
difficult. Communicating information from some
models is harder than from others; some models
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may be intrinsically enigmatic, with the structure
of their formulation making communication of
their results difficult. On some occasions the most
important insights may concern how results vary
across models, which can be particularly chal-
lenging to communicate clearly.

The difficulty of fully communicating models
and their results leads some to advocate expansive
roles for the policy advisors who lie between ana-
lysts and decisionmakers, distilling complex un-
certain bodies of analysis into statements such as,
“Minister, if we impose a $20 per ton carbon tax,
we will meet our carbon emission target,” or even
answers to the question, “HOW should I vote?*’
—and willing to take the accompanying risk. The
role for such expansive intuitive expert judgment
may be further increased by considering foresee-
able ways that a particular piece of technical in-
formation will be used in political settings. For ex-
ample, the result that waiting 10 years to curb
emissions costs little may promote a political
complacency leading to ignoring the issue com-
pletely. Under these conditions, the technical
message may be “it’s fine to wait,” while the ap-
propriate political message is “act speedily.”

It may be inevitable that intuitive expert judg-
ment plays an important role in supplementing
formal modeling results. Relationships are often
“known” by expert judgment before they acquire
solid enough verification to be put into models,
perhaps including recent revisions of the indirect
radiative forcing of chloroflurocarbons (CFCs)
and of the effect of sulfate aerosols. Sophisticated
modelers may have to make subjective revisions
in interpreting model output to reflect these in-
sights, thus providing better representations of,
for example, endogenous technical change or
cross-country differences in economic structural
parameters than the literal running of the model.
Such adjustments carry their own risks, though,
including both difficult y of  validation and the pos-
sibility that modelers may fail to document and
forget their ad hoc adjustments.

In international policymaking, parties have di-
verse levels of technical expertise to use in pursuit

of their desired outcomes. Models could come
into the process in two ways. First, interested par-
ticipants (national delegations or others) could
introduce models or modeling results to advance
the case for their preferred decisions. Alternativ-
ely, models could be introduced under neutral aus-
pices: through a Secretariat, or by some other
clearly impartial vehicle.

There are a few striking instances of effective
and constructive uses of modeling, or of other
sources of technical expert advice, in international
policymaking processes. In particular, there are at
least two instances of multilateral negotiations in
which models played highly constructive roles in
advancing decisionmaking. In the financial ne-
gotiations related to seabed mining provisions in
the Third United Nations (UN) Conference on the
Law of the Sea, a financial model of the seabed
mining industry developed at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and made available
to conference patirticipants offsite under the aus-
pices of religious groups proved highly effective
in focusing debate, reducing disagreement to spe-
cific uncertainties, and eliciting a constructive ne-
gotiating atmosphere (20). The transport and
chemistry models developed at IIASA seem to
have played a similarly constructive role in Euro-
pean negotiations over acid rain ( 14). The
constructive role of these models seems to have
been associated with their accessibility—non-
models could play with the models to test the
implications of altemative input assumptions they
may wish to specify—and the clear objectivity
of the source. The presentation of comparative
results from scientific climate models (GCMS)
to the recent climate negotiations by Working
Group 1 of the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC) appears to have played a
similarly constructive, though limited, role.

International policymaking thus far on climate
change, and the related negotiations leading up to
the UN Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment (UNCED), has made little use of economic
modeling. Essential] y no economic modeling was
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done under IPCC,9 and the only substantial use of
economic modeling in the negotiations was the
U.S. delegation’s use of early results of the Global
2100 model, which showed extremely high emis-
sion control costs, to support their position that no
emission controls were wamanted.

In an international setting, several institutional
questions related to the use of modeling maybe of
decisive importance. For example, it may be cru-
cial that the scientific and technical advice re-
ceived by various delegations matches; if so, this
suggests the great potential value of some legiti-
mate external forum for international groups of
experts to determine the degree of their technical
consensus. Both the assessment panels under the
Montreal Protocol and the IPCC served this func-
tion. A related but distinct question is developing
indigenous technical expertise for use by repre-
sentatives of LDCS. Dissemination of modeling
expertise from international bodies could help
bring this about by training advisors to LDC gov-
ernments. Of course, the recipients of this exper-
tise may legitimately and correctly decide that
they have higher priorities for its use than partici-
pating in international negotiations. A recent
foundation-funded program trained upper-middle
LDC officials in environmental science and eco-
nomics to develop their capacity to participate in
international negotiations, but most of the offi-
cials have used their training to work on other en-
vironmental issues of greater local concern such
as air and water pollution.

It is not easy to obtain an objective, neutral fo-
rum for modeling and disseminating results. First,
opportunist use of models is easy. Changing five
parameters each by 20 percent, each change lying
within the uncertainty, may change a policy target
from trivially easy to impossible. Models may
also be biased by the need to match other unrelated
political goals. For example, U.S. modeling of

greenhouse emissions had to use the same ex-
tremely optimistic projections of economic
growth as had been used for budget projections,
which was partly responsible for high base-case
emissions and costs of control.

The extent to which issues of uncertainty in
modeling can be kept distinct from political dis-
agreements in part depends on the character of
uncertainty in the modeling. A fundamental dis-
tinction in model uncertainty is that between pa-
rameter uncertainty and model uncertainty. The
ability of modeling to serve as a constructive aid
to decisionmaking may crucially depend on which
(or both) of these kinds of uncertainty are present.
There are conflicts in which parties disagree on
the parameters, but accept the same model. When
this is the case, i.e., when uncertainty or dissent
over model structure is limited, the modeler can
act as an impartial “friend of the court.” For exam-
ple, in a political conflict within the United King-
dom over construction of the Sizewell B Pressur-
ized Water Reactor (PWR), an analytical team
developed an economic model of the technology
that both the proponents and opponents accepted.
When extensive work with the model persuaded
the opponents that they could not challenge the
technology on economic grounds, they decided
instead to challenge it on safety grounds, which
were outside the scope of the model. The modelers
deemed this outcome a success, since advocates
had come to a common view of that part of the
world that was modeled (6). 10

In contrast, in economic, energy, and policy
modeling relevant to climate there is disagree-
ment over both parameter values and model struc-
ture. Among participants in this workshop there
was disagreement over the representation of tech-
nological change, and the appropriate representa-
tion of economies in developing countries. Given

9 IPCC Wt~rking  Gr(wp 3 (Respmse Strategies) developed three alternative scenarios for baseline growth of greenhouse emissitms,  but

made m) attempt to model the cost or effectiveness of emissions control policies (14).

lo ]ronlca]]y, that common” view of the w(~rld  turned out m be wrong. Neither proponents, opponents, nor modelers imagined that tk (Teal
uni(ms would be broken and coal prices would fall so low, rendering the PWR economically unviable.
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a particular model structure there may be some set
of results that remain sound despite changes in the
model parameter, but the set of results that are ro-
bust to changes in model structure will inevitably
be smaller. In the opinion of most workshop par-
ticipants. the only candidate for a result robust to
variation in modeling structure is that modest de-
lays in realizing emission controls are innocuous.
Not even on this did all agree. Still, one result of
the recent comparison of greenhouse emission
models conducted by the Energy Modeling Forum
of Stanford University suggests that structural
model uncertainty may not be a decisive obstacle
to estimating economic effects of emission limits.
When common boundary conditions were im-
posed on the 14 structurally diverse models partic-
ipfating,, the project found that most variation was
explained by about five parameters, and that under
common input-parameter streams the models
generated consistent results (8,23).

CONCLUSIONS
The OTA workshop provided a review of the cur-
rent distribution of expert opinion on economic,
political, and negotiation issues relating to in-
ternational climate change agreements. This may
in fact have served a more valuable function than
an articulation of a definitive consensus would
have. While discussion ranged over a broad set of
modeling, economic. and political questions,
there was consensus on a few results, mild dis-
agreement on many, and sharp disagreement on a
few, This concluding section seeks explicitly to
summarize the extent of convergence and diver-
gence of opinion in major areas covered by the
workshop.

A few results achieved broad consensus. On
these points the bulk of workshop participants
agree with the results in the Edmonds et al. paper.

Significant reductions in atmospheric con-
centrations of greenhouse gases will require

large reductions in emissions.
Large emission reductions are likely to be cost-
ly, but phasing emission controls in over a long
period can reduce the cost substantially.
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Presently articulated emission targets have
been stated with little regard for analysis of im-
pacts.
Delaying the implementation of emission con-
trols for 10 to 20 years will have little effect on
atmospheric concentrations.
The small group of nations that controls most
of the world’s coal resources could, by con-
trolling production, effectively control world
emissions.
Costs of controlling emissions are highly
dependent on assumed rates and determinants
of technological innovation, and this process
is not adequately understood or modeled at
present.

On many other policy-important questions,
there is no consensus in this workshop group, or
among existing models. There are differences on
the character and rate of technical change, on the
homogeneity of rationality assumptions across
nations, on the likelihood and impact of an early
industrial country agreement to stabilize carbon
emissions or agree on a common carbon tax; on
the relative advantages of tax, target, and permit
instruments; and on the relevance of a formal in-
ternational agreement to control emissions.

While some participants argued that most pres-
ent uncertainty comes from parameter uncertain-
ty, agreement on this point is not unanimous. All
acknowledged that parameter uncertainty is easier
to deal with, but participants differed on how seri-
ous structural model uncertainty is likely to be in
understanding the economic effects of emission
limits. In this workshop, a great deal of discussion
focused on factors omitted from all present mod-
els, that most agreed could have dominant effects
on future emission trends: political and strategic
linkages; time dependencies in international ne-
gotiations; details of the process of domestic poli-
tics and implementation; and hypothesized dif-
ferences in behavior and motivation among
countries.

Focusing on one line of the day’s discussion, a
slightly cynical summary of the workshop ‘cli-
mate treaties and models” could be that treaties are
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irrelevant and models useless. Treaties are irrele-
vant because measures adopted in particular coun-
tries for their own domestic reasons, plus informal
bilateral and multilateral arrangements, including
those animated by nongovernmental actors, will
drive essentially all of the emission controls that
are achieved. Models are useless because of the
important long-term driving forces that they omit,
and because they do not address the correct level
of analysis for examining looser agreements of
this sort.

While a few disagreed, most participants found
the most promise in smaller-scale agreements
negotiated under the umbrella of the framework
convention, with much involvement of nongov-
ernmental actors and (in recognition of the in-
evitably voluntary character of national emission
controls) less emphasis on international monitor-
ing and enforcement. This approach allows much
room for institution building, and presents the
umbrella treaty as a kind of “storefront”: explicit
negotiations occur not for their own sake, but to
provide a forum for the crafting and legitimation
of many constructive deals under the rubric of
“’joint implementation,” meanwhile engaging
people in thinking and talking about the problem
and persuading them it is serious.

Under such an approach, participants in agree-
ments may all undertake different implementation
measures, for their own culturally or politically
distinct reasons. Those who like markets can use
them; while those who like command-and-control

measures can use them. Modeling can also be use-
ful in analyzing international action under such an
umbrella, though the actors modeled would have
to be a broader set than nation states.

Perhaps the strongest conclusion of the work-
shop concerned the long time horizon of the prob-
lem, and the weakness of our present analytic and
institutional tools in the face of an issue so endur-
ing. Participants returned repeatedly to the dif-
ficulty of understanding an issue evolving over
centuries, for predicting parameter values, design-
ing sufficiently enduring institutions and commit-
ments, and understanding what projections mean
for how people will live. Participants recognized
that they understand little about what long-term
differences between emissions of 1 and 3 tons per
capita actually mean for people’s lives, or about
how citizens of a societies with median incomes
of $100,000 would live and use energy. While cur-
rent income variation within the United States
could provide insight into the latter question
through cross-sectional analysis, using today’s
richest decile as a proxy for future society, these
studies are at very early stages and one must be
cautious about generalizing their results. More-
over, understanding technical change over such a
period is a fundamental and daunting challenge.
Technology represents the dominant change in
people’s lives over the past century, but we have
limited ability to project how it will change over
the next.


